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 When Snyder Mfg. innovated animal housing using the new lami-
nate countertop technology from Formica back in the 1950’s, we 
had no idea that we would revolutionize the interior design of vet-
erinary clinics, animal shelters, and boarding facilities for decades 
to come. 
   Before Snyder’s attractive and comfortable housing, cats were 
confined in cold and cramped stainless steel cages and dogs      
appeared to be like prisoners of their narrow chain link kennel 
runs with bare cement floors. 
   We are continuously in awe of the animal housing makeovers of 
our clients.  One of the reasons we are in awe is that our clients get 
to use their own creativity to make their makeovers truly unique. A 
prime example of this is Ashcroft Pet Resort in Fort Collins, Colora-
do. They chose a randomized design of several neon colors for their 
kennel run side panels and front lower privacy panels.  The result is 
striking — and joyful! It not only makes a wonderful impression for 
pet parents, but the design also gives a bright and uplifting environ-
ment for the hard working staff of the boarding facility. 
   Snyder can give so many design choices because of its decades 
long relationship with Formica. Formica gives us a choice of over 
200 patterns and colors for kennel run panels which can give 
boarding areas aesthetics that can range from rustic retreat to 
modern industrial to colorfully fun. 
   When it comes to feline housing, it is our designs more than color 
that create our impressive makeovers. Increase in square footage 
and giving more perching area is essential for the health and well 
being of cats.  Both natural light and LED interior lighting makes a 
huge difference for both pets and the humans interacting with 
them.  Our innovation of a combination of tempered glass and 
bars, either vertical or horizontal, dramatically changed feline  
housing for the better.  Makeovers from Snyder offer a huge       
win-win for both our furry clients and their humans. 
    

 

NEW YORK VET. CONFERENCE                              Nov. 4-5 

Javits Center, New York City, NY   

PET BOARDING & DAYCARE EAST                       Nov. 9-12 

Hershey Lodge & Conv. Center, Hershey, PA 

FETCH - WEST (CVC)                                                 Dec. 2-6 

San Diego Conv. Center, San Diego, CA 

                  

        

  

              Fremont County H.S., Canon City, CO 

    Ashcroft Pet  Resort, Ft. Collins, CO 

                Cat Adoption—Before                                           Cat Adoption—After VMX (NAVC)                                                             Jan. 15-19 

Orange Co. Conv. Center, Orlando, FL               BOOTH  1207 

MIDWEST VET. CONFERENCE                              Feb. 19-20 

Columbus Conv. Center, Columbus, OH         BOOTH 400/402 

WESTERN VET. CONFERENCE (WVC)                     Mar. 6-9 

Mandalay Bay Conv.Center, Las Vegas, NV        BOOTH 4210 

                  

        



 

Our Anniversaries 
 

Mike Smith               22 years 

Vicki Thornton         21 years 

Scott Montgomery   17 years 

Justin Spruell           10 years 

Adam Montgomery   10 years 

Jesse Bogard-Parker 6 years 

Tommy Allen              5 years 

Kenneth Cooper         3 years 

Andrew Montoya        2 years 

Dan has been employed with Snyder Mfg. Co., at the 
Denver facility, since April of 2011.  During his time 
with Snyder, Dan has advanced to the ICU/Dryer    
Foreman.  Dan has been instrumental in Snyder’s 
ability to triple our ICU Production over the past few years, and we are      
extremely grateful for his talent, dedication and going beyond every day. 

Dan was born in Florida.  He has lived in numerous states including Iowa, In-
diana, and Ohio, but now is happy to call Colorado home.  Dan enjoys music 
and spending time in the Colorado outdoors with his family, especially his 
two young sons. 

 

Employee Spotlight:  
Dan Sieber 

  In this season of giving thanks, we at Snyder are especially grateful for our ability 
to keep our manufacturing facilities running relatively smoothly over the past 18 
months. We are grateful that most of our vendors are “Made in the USA” just like 
us, so that we have very little supply disruption. We are especially grateful for our 
loyal and hard-working team members who are not only safety conscious, but also 
come to work every day and give it their all so that we can continue to produce our 
animal care housing and treatment equipment. Lastly, we are grateful to our     
clients who have been very understanding of our situation as we are handling an 
unprecedented demand for our products. Snyder has 134 new clients since the last newsletter! 

        Snyder Offers Unique Openings!  
Snyder’s Transfer Doors are far from the archaic and sometimes dangerous  

“Guillotine” Doors that may be more familiar to us.  In 2010, Snyder innovated a 
counterweight balance system that was integrated into the transfer door handle on 
the front gate of the kennel run. Instead of straining to open the door by pulling up 
all of the door’s weight using a cable; a block of powder-coated steel performs 
most of the work and provides a much safer operation of the transfer door. If you 
have ever seen a construction crane operate or taken a ride in an elevator, you 
have experienced a counterweight at work. This counterweight allows for stable 
operation of the door and can keep it open without hooking the cable to the frame. 
Snyder’s counterweight is enclosed in a frame as extra safety measure. In addition 
to the traditional rear transfer door to access the outdoors or another kennel, side 
transfer doors have gained popularity by giving versatility in boarding kennels. In 
addition, full-sized doors can be incorporated into side panels for even greater ac-
cess. 

Side Transfer Door 

      
 
 

  At Snyder, we have had two main goals since the company’s inception in 1957. Our primary goal is to manufacture        
veterinary, shelter and companion animal boarding housing that offers the utmost in comfort. Our other main goal is to 
offer high-quality products that will last for not just years, but for decades! To this day, plastic laminate remains an integral 
part of Snyder’s durable and attractive designs. 
 

What is laminate? 
 

  Laminate has been in use in the U.S. for over 100 years. Two scientists who started the Formica Corporation, created      
laminate by soaking layers of paper with resin and then heating and pressing the layers together under high pressure to 
make a single layer of plastic. By adding a decorative paper layer underneath a top transparent layer, laminate offers     
hundreds of décor options which are still popular today in both residential 
and commercial applications. 
 

Does laminate scratch?  
  Laminate has always been highly scratch resistant, but technological     
advances in the past few decades have made laminate even more durable.  
In Snyder’s 65 years of using laminate in its products, scratching issues 
have been extremely rare. The two other most popular non-metal solid 
surface products in companion animal housing, HDPE and FRP, are not 
nearly as scratch resistant as compared to laminate. High Density Poly    
Ethylene (HDPE) is a thermoplastic  polymer made from petroleum. HDPE 
plastic is used in a wide variety of applications, including plastic bottles, 
milk jugs, cutting boards, and piping. HDPE can scratch similar to what is 
experienced with cutting boards. You may have seen large textured sheets 
of FRP, or Fiber Reinforced Plastic, covering bathroom walls in businesses. 
While FRP is highly water-resistant, dogs seem to be attracted to its seams 
and edges, and often times scratch and gnaw at them. 

 

Snyder’s Exclusive Safety Counterweight System for Transfer Doors  

Full-Width Transfer Door Option Full-sized Side Door  

This laminate is still holding up after 50+ years of use! Gate Privacy panels are used to reduce noise and agitation. 

Snyder’s unique construction allows for the most room. 

Rear Transfer Door 


